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Session Type Key

Authors and illustrators in this directory have indicated the formats their presentations
are most appropriate for; check directly with individuals to discuss other options.
C = classroom
A = assembly or large groups
W = hands-on workshop
L = library or community event

How to Host a Successful
Author or Illustrator Visit
by Laurie Ann Thompson

1. Make sure it’s a good fit. The author or illustrator’s books and the themes they address should be appropriate for your students’ age and development level. Know what books and material will be presented before you
agree to the visit.
2. Book well in advance. Many authors and illustrators have busy speaking schedules during the school year,
so book early! This will also give you more time to coordinate teacher schedules, secure funding, prepare for
book sales, make sure the presentation space is set up appropriately, etc.
3. Communicate! Most authors and illustrators depend on school visits for a large portion of their income, so be
sure to find out what honorarium and expenses they expect to receive. (For fundraising ideas, see inside back
cover.) Check what kind of presentation space they prefer, what group sizes they are most comfortable with,
any A/V needs, and lunch and water preferences, and provide helpful information about transportation
options, directions, parking instructions, etc.
4. Prepare your audience. Share the author or illustrator’s books with your students and discuss them before
the visit. Read about the presenter online and share their bio and any background material you find with your
students. Get the students involved in projects using the books as a jumping off point, and consider making
bulletin boards and decorating the school to celebrate the upcoming event and build excitement. Help
students prepare good questions ahead of time (and help them avoid asking inappropriate ones!).
5. Host a book sale. Author or illustrator visits with book-signing events create enthusiasm and excitement for
your students (and will be very appreciated by your presenter, as well!). It’s often best to send home an order
form and collect money in advance of the visit, so the visiting author or illustrator can sign and personalize the
orders during the visit. We recommend working with a local independent bookstore to pre-order and deliver
enough books to cover your event.
6. Enjoy the big day! Authors and illustrators are pros at what they do, and so are you. Don't abandon your
presenter or expect them to manage your students’ behavior. Get the audience’s attention, introduce the
speaker, stay on hand to help with crowd control as necessary, and experience the presentation with your
students.
7. Wrap things up. Extend the benefits of the visit by engaging students in discussions about what they heard,
writing thank you notes or emails to the presenter, trying their own hand at writing or drawing in a similar
style, etc. If the presenter did a great job, spread the word and recommend them to your colleagues. And if it
wasn’t quite perfect, please do let the presenter know what they could have done better. We can always use a
little helpful advice from an expert!

Dana Arnim, Illustrator
www.danaarnim.com
dana@danaarnim.com

BARTHOLOMEW QUILL, A CROW’S QUEST TO KNOW WHO’S WHO (Little Bigfoot, an imprint of
Sasquatch books)
Presentation:
Who Can Be an Artist? (Grades K–3)
I will read BARTHOLOMEW QUILL to the class, give a simple presentation about my own artistic process, including a demonstration, and talk about becoming an artist and how that goal is available for anyone.
Session type: C, W, L
Bio:
Dana is an illustrator and writer. Her debut picture book, BARTHOLOMEW QUILL,
A CROW’S QUEST TO KNOW WHO’S WHO, written by biologist Thor Hanson,
came out in April 2016 from Little Bigfoot (an imprint of Sasquatch Books). Dana received her BFA from the University of Washington, as well as a Certificate in Art for the
Children’s Market.
For the last four years, she has been the co-leader of the Western Washington region of
the Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators (SCBWI), bringing a variety of
programming to its nearly 800 members. She lives in Seattle with her handy and handsome husband, amazing daughter, and the requisite cat and dog.
Fee schedule and references available on request.

Kevan Atteberry, Author/Illustrator
www.kevanatteberry.com
kevan@oddisgood.com

BUNNIES!!!, PUDDLES!!!, I LOVE YOU MORE THAN THE SMELL OF
SWAMP GAS (2017), (all HarperCollins); TICKLE MONSTER by Josie Bissett
(Compendium)
Presentations:
Draw Like You (Grades K-5)
I’ll talk about my love of drawing and share details of how and when (very young) I
started drawing. I discuss how I found drawing hard when I was young and how I still
find it hard, and how I found a way to make it easier. I will also describe the process
of illustrating a book. In the end I want the kids to draw like themselves instead of
agonizing over how to draw like someone else or making sure things are perfect.
Kevan Writes Funny (Grades K-5)
This presentation focuses on short, humorous rhymes. We will read them, figure
out why they are funny, and write some together. I will discuss how I use humorous
sketches or pictures to inspire rhymes.
Workshop: Creating a Story Visually (Ideally, Grades 4-5)
We’ll learn how to write a story from an illustration we create. After a demonstration and
some short exercises the students will create an illustrated story in four illustrated panels.
Session type: all
Bio:
Kevan has been drawing and writing since he was knee-high to a Crayola. After decades as a graphic designer, he is comfortably ensconced as a writer and illustrator of
award-winning children’s books. His most notorious creation was that of Clippy the paper
clip, the Microsoft Word helper.
Fees on request.
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Kim Baker, Author
www.kimbakerbooks.com
info@kimbakerbooks.com

PICKLE: THE FORMERLY ANONYMOUS PRANK CLUB OF FOUNTAIN POINT MIDDLE SCHOOL
(Macmillan)
Presentations:
The Story Mountain (Grades K-6, 60 min.)
A hands-on, guided writing workshop leading students from idea prompts to creative narratives. Students will gain new
strategies for building strong stories of their own.
Show Business (Grades 3-8, 60 min.)
A hands-on writing workshop teaches young writers how to create richer narratives through compelling
details, and bring out the sparkle through revision.
The Writer’s Journey (Grades K-8, 45-60 min.)
A personal look at my journey from wayward student to professional writer.
The Secret Presentation (Grades 1-6, 45-60 min.)
An exploration of how we can communicate through stories, language, and secret codes, for historical significance and future fun.
Session type: all
Bio:
I’ve worked as a teacher, a crisis counselor, and a mail sorter, along with some other odd jobs in odder places. I
now write in Seattle, and can often be found in the woods, despite a chronic fear of bears.
I offer lectures and workshops for writers of all ages, specifically geared for each audience. From large, assembly-style talks to small group discussions, I’m happy to tailor visits to your needs. I love to teach students
about the writer’s journey, brainstorming, research, story building, personal narratives, editing, and revision. My presentations include lots of visuals, humor, props, and useable information. Previously, I was a full-time teacher, and I really
miss classroom dynamics. I love school visits!
Contact me for current rates and availability.
Praise and accolades for Pickle:
“Pickle is a book that I simply cannot keep on my libraries’ shelves… kids eat this book up with a spoon.” —Elizabeth
Bird, Fuse #8, Collection Development Manager, Evanston Public Library
“Sure to please anyone with a puckish sense of humor” —Kirkus Reviews
“Baker writes with a light and lively hand, depicting a realistic urban setting peopled with engaging characters from
various ethnic backgrounds.” —The Horn Book
• CBC Children’s Choice Awards Book of the Year finalist
• 2013 SCBWI Crystal Kite Award winner
• Junior Library Guild Selection
• 2014-2015 Texas Bluebonnet Award finalist
• Louisiana Young Reader’s Choice 2015 nominee
• One of Mamiverse’s Top Latino Children’s Books You 		
Should Know
• New York Public Library 2012 Books for Reading and
Sharing selection
Feedback from presentations:
“Informative and inspiring — just what our students needed!
And our teachers are already planning ways to implement
your tools into future lessons. Thank you!”
—N. Galvan, District Library Coordinator, McAllen, TX
“What a fabulous opportunity for students to relate to a real author and imagine themselves as writers, too. Students
have been writing stories all week in their free choice time since your visit. Magic!” —K. Fowler, Teacher, Seattle Public
Schools
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Michele Bacon, Author
www.michelebacon.com
writer@michelebacon.com

LIFE BEFORE (Sky Pony Press)
Presentations:
Finding Your Story Workshop (tweens, teens, adults)
Harness your passions to discover the story you were meant to write.
Author Talk: How an Idea Becomes a Book (tweens, teens, adults)
Let’s explore the whole process from single idea to hardback book in bookstores.
Session type: C, W, L
Michele’s favorite author privilege is working with teens and tweens to tell their stories. She runs two-hour
workshops in libraries and bookstores, and tailors workshops to fit into middle school and high school class
periods. She also has tailored one of her author talks, “How an Idea Becomes a Book,” for classes as young as
second grade.
As an instructor at Moving Words Writing Clinic, Michele helps young writers find their voices and tell their
stories. She recently started volunteering with The Greater Seattle Bureau of Fearless Ideas to work with more
young writers.
Michele believes in the power of stories, and she is eager to learn how you met your best friend, fell in love, or
got that awesome scar on your cheek.
In pursuit of stories and adventure, Michele travels widely, always with pen in hand and ready to scrawl extensive plot outlines, character idiosyncrasies, and ideas for new scenes. She’s lived in several states, visited all 50
states, lived in New Zealand for more than a year, and traveled to more than a dozen other countries.
Michele charges $200 per session plus travel fees, and is willing to travel anywhere to work with young readers.
Her first book, LIFE BEFORE, is a coming-of-age novel about a 17-year-old boy on the run. She lives in
Seattle with her husband and three young daughters.

Stephanie Dassel Barden, Author
www.stephaniebarden.com
stephanie.d.barden@gmail.com

CINDERELLA SMITH; CINDERELLA SMITH, THE MORE THE MERRIER; CINDERELLA SMITH,
THE SUPER-SECRET MYSTERY (all by HarperCollins)
Presentation:
How the Cinderella Smith Series Came to Be (Grades 1-5)
From initial idea to finished book: I share personal stories, possible versions, drafts covered in edits, preliminary illustrations, ARC copies (uncorrected proofs), more revisions, the hardback version, and finally the paperback. Along the way
we discuss story arcs, the revision process, and anything about writing that the audience is interested in.
Session type: C, A, L
Bio:
In between tripping over abandoned shoes and chasing escaped pets, Stephanie wrote her Cinderella Smith series. She
teaches classes at Woodland Park Zoo and lives in Seattle with her husband, son, and 80-pound lap dog. Stephanie loves
to visit schools in the greater Seattle area.
“Grounded in the details of modern-day tweens’ life, Barden’s series
is poignant in its portrayal of a young girl on the threshold of growing up and becoming her own person. Cinderella’s inclusive enjoyment of life is contagious.” —ALA Booklist (starred review)
“The plucky heroine is right at home beside Judy Moody, Clementine, and Ramona. Her experiences are true to life and she remains
comfortable in her own skin.” —School Library Journal
Cinderella Smith has been recommended by the Committee For
Children, an international organization working to prevent bullying.
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Jennifer Bardsley, Author
http://JenniferBardsley.net
jenbrdsly@yahoo.com

GENESIS GIRL (Month9Books)
The Publishing Game
A hands-on exploration of how books get published.
Make Sense of Social Media
How I became “Instagram-famous” and protected my privacy at the same time.
Session type: C, W, L
Bio: Jennifer writes a parenting column for The Everett Daily Herald. Her debut YA novel, GENESIS GIRL, was published in 2016. The sequel, DAMAGED GOODS, releases in 2017. GENESIS GIRL is about a teenager who has never
been on the Internet. Jennifer however, is on the web all the time. She lives in Edmonds, WA, and has six years of teaching experience.
Fee: $200 honorarium, but Jennifer never lets lack of funds stop her from reaching new readers.
“The idea of Internet addicts and cell phone-induced brain cancer makes this title stand out among today’s saturated YA dystopia market. Readers
who don’t question the premise too closely will be treated to an action-packed plot full of futuristic digital technology, sleek motorcycles, and highspeed chases.” —School Library Journal

Elizabeth Miyu Blake, Author/Illustrator
http://elizabethblake.us
eli4art@gmail.com

SLEEP BABY SLEEP, xist Publications; GREENBEAN, TRUE BLUE FAMILY, Nisse Press; EGG FAMILY
JOURNEY, Guam Public Safety; GUIDELINES OF CARE FOR CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL HEALTH
NEEDS (21 paperback titles), Minnesota Department of Health
GreenBean, a Story About Belonging (Grades K-2)
At times we all feel we don’t fit in. Discussion and activities for students to appreciate each other’s uniqueness, plus
optional art project.
Mapping My Neighborhood (Grades 2-5)
A spatial journey around my community.
Those Germs Live Where? (Grades 1-5)
See what’s left on your hands after you wash.
Session type: C, W, L
Elizabeth lives in Port Townsend and loves being surrounded by sea, either on foot or kayaking. She has previously presented
in many elementary schools and an alternative high school, and has also worked as a pediatric nurse practitioner in clinics and
schools and as a school nurse. Travel preferences include places around Puget Sound, Tri-Cities, and in-between. Just ask!

Lois Brandt, Author
www.LoisBrandt.com
Lois@LoisBrandt.com

MADDI’S FRIDGE, Flashlight Press
Assemblies (K – 5)
Kick off or celebrate a Maddi’s Fridge food drive with an assembly. Assemblies can be
school-wide or divided by grade (e.g., K-2, 3-5).
Writers’ Workshops (K – 5)
The goal of the writers’ workshop is to give students a positive and fun experience creating stories. Students learn about one of writing’s best magic tricks — how a detailed
description can put images into a reader’s mind.
Session type: all
Maddi’s Fridge is a 2014 Christopher Award Winner, the recipient of the 2015 International Literacy Association Primary Fiction Award, and an
Anti-Defamation League Book of the Month, among other honors.
Children in schools throughout the United States have held Maddi’s Fridge food drives for food banks, food closets, and weekend backpack programs.
Your students can learn to help their friends and neighbors and be part of the solution to end childhood hunger. Free activity sheets and curriculum
guides are available at LoisBrandt.com.
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Brenda Beem, Author

www.facebook.com/brendabeemauthor
www.brendabeem.blogspot.com
brenda@brendabeem.com
206-915-1913 (mobile)
KNOCKDOWN (Evernight Teen), BEACHED (Evernight Teen), ANCHORED (coming soon)
Presentations:
Hero’s Journey (Grades 7-12)
I compare the main character in my novel with heroes from other known titles.
Surviving in a Dystopian World (Grades 7-12)
Surviving with duct tape, harvesting seaweed, and other tips.
Session type: all
In my novels, KNOCKDOWN and BEACHED, I created a pre-dystopian world where teens adapt
and survive in an environment that is changing so fast, even adults can’t cope.
I’ve sailed the Pacific Northwest waters for years. It wasn’t a stretch for me to write about teens facing
a global disaster on a sailboat. The protagonist, Toni, follows the classical, hero’s journey. The clock is
ticking. Danger awaits the teen crew both on land and sea. The characters eat seaweed, find uses for
duct tape, and form bonds of friendship as they fight unbelievable odds and search for their families.
The characters in my books are multicultural, and the novels appeal to girls and boys ages 12 and older. KNOCKDOWN won first place in the HWG Annual Manuscript Contest. I am a former teacher
and would be happy to work with you on whatever writing or storytelling goals you may have for your
classroom, library, or school.
Review:
A mega tsunami is about to hit the West Coast, and Toni, her brothers, and a group of friends are instructed to steer
the family sailboat out into open water before the wave destroys everything in its path. This gripping tale of survival is
one of the best books I’ve ever read. Even the sailboat becomes a central character in the story. The teens’ remarkable
strength is evident as they battle the ocean, desperate people, and the will to go on. Two thumbs up!

Annie Boochever, Author
www.annieboochever.com
Annie.boochever@gmail.com

BRISTOL BAY SUMMER (Alaska Northwest Books)
Presentation: Reality to Fiction (middle grades, 45-60 min.)
How I took a real-life adventure, made it into a fictional novel, and the writing process that chronicles that journey.
Illustrations and professional photographs are used as a springboard for readings and discussions of issues in the story,
including divorce, rebuilding family and confidence, living in remote Alaska, and working a set net, a hard, physically
demanding commercial fishing job.
“Annie Boochever is an engaging presenter who knows how to connect to her audience. She provides even the most
reluctant readers [with] literature and experiences they can relate to...”
—Shannon Clouse, Dillingham Elementary School
Session type: all
Bio:
I’m a life-long Alaskan (until recently) relocated to Bellingham. BRISTOL BAY SUMMER, published by Alaska
Northwest books, is an Alaskan adventure story based on my own experiences.
My teaching career spans four decades, from elementary classroom music to librarian to high school English and creative writing. During that time I wrote and produced award-winning musical plays for my students. I have an MFA in
Creative Writing for Children and Young Adults from the Northwest Institute of Literary Arts.
About BRISTOL BAY SUMMER:
“Author Annie Boochever has crafted a superb coming-of-age story that will resonate with young readers on many
levels. BRISTOL BAY SUMMER offers a rare combination of adventure, drama, and age-appropriate romance, all
presented in a highly plausible story. Boochever is a gifted storyteller who writes with a genuine voice and has tackled
relevant issues of growing up and dealing with loss in this powerful and engaging preteen novel.” —Literary Classics,
Best First Novel, 2016
Alaska Battle of the Books Selection, Middle Grade 2015/2016
Free study guide available at www.annieboochever.com.
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Erik Brooks, Author/Illustrator
www.erikbrooks.com
erik.s.brooks@gmail.com
509-996-4345

LATER, GATOR! (Sterling)
POLAR OPPOSITES (Amazon/Two Lions)
SEA STAR WISHES by Eric Ode (Sasquatch Books)
Presentation:
Alligator Emotions (Ideally grades 3+ but happily adapted for K-2)
After discussing strong emotions, expressions, and gestures as powerful storytelling tools, this session starts as a
guided drawing lesson and ends with students developing their own character via use of detail, setting and perhaps
even a little foreshadowing for the page turn — as in…“What happens next?”
Session type: all
Visit Description/Bio:
Classroom visits are incredibly rewarding, and picture books are a powerful and accessible model of writing and
artistic expression for students of all ages. Erik loves sharing ideas about the creative process, and he considers good
teaching as much a part of his job as making books.
Erik’s visits include relevant topical information about his stories, the inside scoop on how a life-long love of art
turned him into a writer, and some insights into how he works and tries out new ideas.
Over the last 16 years, Erik has visited individual classes, done assembly-style presentations to entire schools, and
helped to facilitate district-wide writers’ workshops. He is comfortable leading mini-drawing lessons (K-12) and is
happy to discuss how this might fit into a visiting day.
Erik has a BFA and K-12 teaching certificate from Carleton College in Northfield, MN. When not working on
books he visits schools and libraries, coaches cross-country running and skiing, and explores the world by foot and
bike with his wife, Sarah, and daughter, Keeley.
Erik also writes and draws a weekly comic strip, “Welcome to Harts Pass” for his local newspaper, The Methow
Valley News.
Additional Sessions:
Ask Erik about other options — including his ongoing Presidential Polar Bear Post Card Project, which he is excited to share and encourages everyone to check out online!
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Dori Hillestad Butler, Author
www.kidswriter.com
dhbutler@kidswriter.com

KING & KAYLA series (Peachtree), HAUNTED LIBRARY series (Grosset & Dunlap), BUDDY FILES series
(Albert Whitman & Co.)
My programs are fun, interactive, and meet English Language Arts Learning Standards. I’m comfortable with any
size group, K-adult. Content includes my path to publication, my prewriting/writing/rewriting process, stories behind
the stories, and age-appropriate writing activities. I also lead workshops on character, plot,
and how to write mysteries. Ask about the bullying program I do with schools that read my
TRUTH ABOUT TRUMAN SCHOOL.
Session type: all
Bio:
Dori Hillestad Butler is an award-winning author of more than 50 books for young readers. Her BUDDY FILES #1 won the 2011 Edgar Award for best juvenile mystery and her
HAUNTED LIBRARY #1 is on WLMA’s 2017 Otter Award list. Dori lives in Kirkland and
is eager to share her love of story with readers of all ages.
“Dori really knows how to talk to students and get them involved in her presentations.”
—Marilyn Olson, St. Pius School, Cedar Rapids, IA

J. Anderson Coats, Author
www.jandersoncoats.com
j@jandersoncoats.com

THE WICKED AND THE JUST (Harcourt, 2012); THE MANY REFLECTIONS OF
MISS JANE DEMING (Atheneum, 2017)
Writing Is Power (Grades 6+)
This presentation discusses the impact of bullying on my development as a writer and how
writing got me through a difficult time in middle school. While the subject matter is serious
in nature, the message is one of hope.
From Idea to Book (Grades 3-7)
A lively, interactive session describing the writing and publication process, with an emphasis
on the importance of revision, perseverance, and empathy.
Session type: C, A, L
J. Anderson Coats is the author of THE WICKED AND THE JUST, a School Library Journal Best Books of 2012
pick and the winner of the 2013 Washington State Book Award for Young Adults. Jillian’s newest book, THE MANY
REFLECTIONS OF MISS JANE DEMING, is set in Washington Territory in the 1860s. A middle-grade historical
fantasy is forthcoming in 2018.

Carole Estby Dagg, Author
www.CaroleEstbyDagg.com
carole_dagg@yahoo.com

THE YEAR WE WERE FAMOUS (Clarion/Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)
SWEET HOME ALASKA (Nancy Paulsen/Penguin)

Birth of a Book (Grade 4 to adults)
From inspiration to research, writing, revising, more revising, production, and marketing
can take 10 years! Program includes descriptions of non-traditional research, such as sewing authentically styled Victorian underwear and finding a recipe for jellied moose nose.

History of the Palmer Colony (Grade 4 to adults)
During the Great Depression, an experimental program transported 202 destitute families to Alaska to become independent farmers. Visuals include Associated Press photographs and author’s period realia, such as a Shirley Temple
cereal bowl and flour sack apron.
Session type: C, A, L

After careers as a children’s librarian, CPA, and assistant library director, Carole retired to write historical fiction. She works in Everett and in a converted woodshed on San Juan Island.
For discussion and activity guides with tie-ins to science, history, art, music, and literature, visit Carole’s website.
Free 20-minute Skype visits; email for information on in-person visits.
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Ben Clanton, Author/Illustrator
www.benclanton.com
clantoons.ben@gmail.com

NARWHAL: UNICORN OF THE SEA! A Narwhal and Jelly Book (Tundra Books); IT CAME IN THE MAIL
(Simon & Schuster); VOTE FOR ME! (Kids Can Press); REX WRECKS IT! (Candlewick); MO’S MUSTACHE
(Tundra Books); SOMETHING EXTRAORDINARY (Simon & Schuster); THE TABLE SETS ITSELF
(Bloomsbury)
Presentations:
Making the Best Book Ever (All ages, especially grades K-4)
This interactive presentation is inspired by a story in my new, early-graphic-novel series NARWHAL: UNICORN
OF THE SEA!, in which Narwhal and Jelly read the best book ever — even though it doesn’t have any words… or
pictures! In the presentation, students will help me make a book. We’ll create and interview a character, discuss and
discover a conflict and resolution, and have oodles of fun with lots of live drawing and doodling. Essentially, in a 45
to 60 minute session (30 minutes for kindergarten), we’ll go through my entire process of writing and illustrating a
book. My goal: to inspire students to imagine bravely and create boldly!
Customized Workshop or Presentation (All ages)
Have a particular topic you’d like me to cover relating to writing and illustrating? Or perhaps a subject from one of
my books you’d like me to focus on (letters, voting, mustache maintenance)? I am open to shaping a session of specific
interest to you and your students.
Graphic Novel Workshop (Grades 3-12)
This 2-hour long to full-day (depending on preference) workshop is a much more hands-on and intensive variation
of my presentation called Making the Best Book Ever. It is for up to 30 students, and in it I go into more detail about
the book-making process and the graphic novel format in particular.
Session type: all
Ben Clanton (a.k.a Clantoons) is a reluctant reader turned book aficionado. He has written and/or illustrated over
15 books featuring such things as magic mailboxes, adventurous cutlery, mustachioed monsters, and mud-slinging
mammals. In addition to making his own books, Ben is an editor-at-large for the Little Bigfoot imprint of Sasquatch
Books. When Ben isn’t making up stories (and often when he is), he enjoys cooking, playing basketball, and exploring
outdoors. Ben lives in Tacoma, WA, with his wife, son, and wild puppy.
My school rate is a $1,000/day (up to 7 sessions!), plus travel and lodging. I do have a local rate of $800/day (within
50 miles of Tacoma). Also, I offer a discount if I visit more than one school in a region and when a school books
me for more than one day. If my rate is not affordable for your school, please do still contact me and we can discuss
options.
Teacher’s guide and references available upon request.
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Tom Brenner, Author
www.andthencomes.com
206-463-9866
trbrenner@me.com

AND THEN COMES HALLOWEEN; AND THEN COMES CHRISTMAS; AND THEN COMES SUMMER
(coming 2017) (Candlewick Press)
Visits (elementary)
Powerpoint of 15-25 minutes
Activities for about 20 minutes
Topics include the publishing process, the running sheet (photo); creating their own running sheet; a three line poem, emphasizing help from class; illustrating and “publishing” their poem; me as writer and illustrator, creating a published work.
I know about class scheduling challenges. I’ll come the whole school day to do what works best for you. Here’s what I’ve
done: school assemblies (but I prefer smaller groups); class Q&As; several grade-level classes with PowerPoint and/or an
activity; K-3 groups with PowerPoint only; and once, the school’s kindergarteners, which required teacher help.
My fee: $200.
Session type: all
Bio:
BA, UNC, Chapel Hill. Two years, U.S. Navy; 10 years advertising copywriter; 25 years teaching 4th-8th grades
What they said:
“…the most evocative picture book about the holiday that I think I’ve ever encountered. I… will purchase for my own
children when I have them someday … if I had my way it would be the book people instantly think of when they mention Halloween picture books.” — Betsy Bird, A Fuse #8 blog
“…as sweet a marriage of words and pictures as you could hope for.... attuned to the simple pleasures of a homemade
Halloween... an enchanted place, and you’ll want to go there again and again.” —Lawrence Downes, New York Times
“…rich vocabulary and sensory details, evocatively describing the sights, sounds, and smells of the season …. joyous
illustrations in jewel-bright tones… a misty, dreamy atmosphere with blurred edges, glowing illumination, and an overall
impressionistic tone that will appeal to both children and adults..” — Kirkus (on CHRISTMAS)

Gloria Craw, Author

www.gloriacraw.com
gloria.craw.barry@gmail.com
ATLANTIS RISING; ATLANTIS QUEST; ATLANTIS REBORN (Entangled Teen)
Presentations:
Plots and Characters (Grades 3-8)
Students learn how to write the highs and lows of a great plot and how to build characters that stand out. Each participant receives handouts and worksheets to aid them in building great stories.
Plots, Characters, and Getting Published (Grades 9-12)
Students learn plot creation and structure and how to write well-rounded characters, and they receive an overview of the
steps to publication. This class includes helpful handouts for the aspiring writer.
Session type: all
Bio:
Gloria grew up in the desert southwest and studied archaeology at the University of Utah. After graduating, she attended Seattle University School of
Law. She currently lives in Lake Tapps with her husband, four daughters, and
a very hairy cairn terrier.
“Craw’s prose is crisp and accessible… the novel is tightly constructed, with
each detail building to the novel’s roaring climax… Atlantis serves as an
exciting, fresh inspiration for this supernatural fantasy.” —Kirkus Reviews (for
ATLANTIS RISING)
Teacher’s guide, fee schedule, and references available on request.
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Kathryn Dennis, Author/Illustrator
www.kathryndenniscreative.com
kadydidcreative@gmail.com
206-352-7893

TOO MANY QUESTIONS! (Kane/Miller)
Any Questions? (Grades K-3, 30 min.)
Asking questions helps us write our own stories. Why? What? How? Who did it?
Using examples from TOO MANY QUESTIONS! we will learn how to ask the right
questions to find the right (?) answers.
How to Turn Your Doodles into Art (Grades K-3, 30 min.)
A hands-on workshop for every young artist. We’ll use circles, squares, rectangles, and triangles to create a silly character.
Undercover Writing. Flashlight Required Workshop (Grades 4-8, 30-60 min.)
Active workshop full of red herrings and tips for budding mystery writers and readers. Includes writing and breaking codes.
Session type: C, W, L
Middle grade mystery series: www.spygirlspress.com, LOST IN PETRA #1 – AN ANATOLIA STEPPE MYSTERY. Starred review, Publishers
Weekly, UNCOVERED IN ISTANBUL #2 – AN ANATOLIA STEPPE MYSTERY, CAMP SECRET – JUNIOR SPIES #1.
A writer, illustrator, and part time bookseller, Kathryn is still curious and asks way too many questions.

Sandra Evans, Author
www.sandra-evans.com
sandy@sandra-evans.com

THIS IS NOT A WEREWOLF STORY (Atheneum)
Werewolves and Witches and Wizards, O My! (Grades 4 – 8, 50 min.)
What do transformation tales tell us about ourselves? Explore shape shifting in European and
Native American traditions. Analyze metaphors of change. Create a shape shifter and explain
what his/her powers represent.
DNA, mtDNA, and YOU! (Grades 4 – 8, 50 min.)
Let’s smash some strawberries! Extract DNA and explain DNA structure. Contrast DNA and mtDNA.
Fan Fiction Goes Medieval (Grades 6 – 8)
Students analyze the medieval tale that inspired Sandra’s book and create their own version. Staying true to the meaning of the story, they develop
characters, themes, setting, and plot. Teachers can extend the lesson, culminating with presentations.
Session type: all
A writer and teacher from Seattle, Sandra holds a Ph.D. from the UW and has spent 18 years teaching learners of all ages. Her dynamic presentations
engage students with puppets, props, and humor. Other topics: bioluminescence, Keystone Species, fauna and flora of the PNW, lighthouses, translation.
“A cut above.” —Booklist, starred review. “Heartfelt, enigmatic, and ethereal” —School Library Journal:

Susan Griner, Author
www.susangriner.com
s_s_griner@yahoo.com

“Smile Talk,” short story, Cricket magazine; “How Much Breath,”
and “Stickers, Ribbons and Bows,” Babybug magazine
The Magazine Scene: Publishers Are Looking for Young Writers (Grades 4-6)
In this three-hour workshop, students learn the secrets of getting
their work published. After listening to a brief introduction about
my publishing experience, students begin researching a range of
magazines accepting work from young writers. Students will choose a publication to submit to based on their understanding of each magazine’s guidelines, themes, current contests, etc. Students then write a short narrative, poetry, or
a book review aimed at a particular magazine. We’ll go over editing tips and how editors work. After polishing their
pieces, students will finish by writing a query letter and submitting their work. Kids get excited about the possibility of
seeing their work in print.
Session types: C, W, L
Susan Griner is an experienced classroom speaker who is currently working on a middle-grade novel.
Fee schedule and references available on request.
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Barbara Jean Hicks, Author
a.k.a. “Barbara Jean, the Story Queen”
www.barbarajeanhicks.com
bhicksgvv@att.net

A SISTER MORE LIKE ME (Disney Press)
MONSTERS DON’T EAT BROCCOLI (Knopf )
THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER KITTY (Knopf )
Presentations:
What Writers Do (Grades K-6)
What are the most important skills all writers need to
develop in order to write well? Hint: It’s not grammar and
punctuation! In this engaging slideshow, Barbara Jean uses
examples from her own books to show young authors how observation, imagination, and
“borrowing” are vital pieces of the creative process. Programs are interactive and grade-level specific and touch on many common core standards. More important, they make
writing fun, give students practical tools, and inspire them to write!
How to Grow A Writer at Home (Grades K-6 and parents)
This slide show focuses on what the author’s parents did at home to make her a reader and
writer for life—and what other families can do to encourage literacy at home.
Session type: all
A former teacher (K-12 English/Language Arts) and educational consultant as well as an award-winning children’s
book author, Barbara Jean loves to talk to writers of all ages about the writing process and her creative journey. She has
presented at more than 250 schools, libraries, and community events in the last 11 years.
“An amazing day for our entire school! What an impact you have made on our students and staff. I even had one parent tell me this morning that her
daughter wants to be a writer!” —Librarian, Lynden, WA
“Ms. Hicks focused on the writing process and personal engagement with writing. A wonderful morning!” —Librarian, Edmonds, WA
“A peek into the life of an author who writes from her heart and her life experience. A dynamic presentation!” —Librarian, Moorpark, CA
Availability and fee schedule on request.

Mark Holtzen, Author
www.markholtzen.com
markwholtzen@gmail.com

A TICKET TO THE PENNANT (Sasquatch Publishing)
An elementary teacher for 16 years, Mark enjoys engaging with all ages. He
creates a safe environment for students to try new things and helps get words
on the page. Presentations can be customized whatever the goal or curriculum.
Presentations:
Getting Started With Writing: The Story Behind the Story (Grades K-3)
Mark will read his picture book and share tales behind its creation. He’ll
share a story he wrote as a child and where he gets his ideas. He’ll end with a
concrete writing prompt to inspire each student on their own story. He’s also
happy to share how other picture books can inspire story projects.
Find Your Writing Voice: An Author’s Journey (Grades 4-8)
How do you tap into your author voice? Mark will share his struggle to find his own writing voice through
essays and novels. He’ll describe his path to publication, share unpublished books, and talk about what
inspires him. Through a writing prompt, he will help lead a discussion on how to unleash each writer’s unique voice through details.
Write Historical Fiction: Melding Nonfiction With Narrative (Upper grades)
Mark will share his writing process, how he melded nonfiction within a narrative, and other picture books he believes do this well. He can give feedback on how to build a narrative around a historical event of students’ choosing. (This session also has been used with high school students for science
topics).
Session type: all
Testimonials:
“A teacher by trade, Mark fielded questions with ease, and kept kids engaged. At the end of the session, Mark led the kids through an activity that had
them bubbling over with ideas! It was great!” —Brenna Profit, kindergarten teacher, Seattle
“Mark is sweet and funny and knows how to engage kids. Being a teacher, a writer, and a dad of dyslexic kids gives him a unique perspective on writing and the power of literacy.” —Duffy Lord, teacher and friend
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Katherine Kirkpatrick, Author
www.KatherineKirkpatrick.com
Katherine@KatherineKirkpatrick.com

BETWEEN TWO WORLDS (Random House);
MYSTERIOUS BONES; THE SNOW BABY; REDCOATS AND PETTICOATS (Holiday House)
Presentations:
Kennewick Man (Grades 4-12)
In this companion presentation to her award-winning nonfiction archaeology book MYSTERIOUS BONES, Katherine shares artifacts loaned by the Burke Museum. She also presents techniques involved in interviewing, gathering
original research, writing, revising, and fact checking. Discussion guide and classroom activities.
A Spy for George Washington (Grades 3-5)
Based on true incidents and true people of the Revolutionary War, Katherine’s picture book REDCOATS AND PETTICOATS recreates the actions of a patriot spy ring. A great tie-in to curriculums on the American Revolution.
A Journey to Arctic Greenland (Grades 6-12)
Katherine shows how she used letters, diaries, and unpublished photos to create both her nonfiction book THE SNOW
BABY and her young adult novel BETWEEN TWO WORLDS.
Writers’ Workshop (Grades 6-12, general audiences, and church groups)
In the spirit of her late mentor Madeleine L’Engle, author of A WRINKLE IN TIME, Katherine continues the beloved author’s gentle approach to nurturing the individual creative writer’s voice.
Session type: all
Bio:
Katherine is the author of eight books for older children and young adults, both fiction and nonfiction. She is married to
a university professor and is the mother of teenage twins.
Accolades:
• BETWEEN TWO WORLDS, a Washington State Book Award finalist
• MYSTERIOUS BONES, a Society of Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators (SCBWI) Golden Kite Honor Book,
a Children’s Book Council / National Science Teachers Association
Notable Trade Book, a Washington State Book Award finalist, and
a School Library Journal Best Book of the Year
• THE SNOW BABY, a James Madison Award Honor Book, a
Booklist Editors’ Choice Book, a Booklist Top Ten Biography for
Youth selection, an Orbis Pictus Award Recommended Title; and a
Cooperative Children’s Book Center Choice Book.
• REDCOATS AND PETTICOATS, selected by the Junior
Library Guild, featured in Scholastic’s Book Clubs, optioned for
film, used in fourth-grade history curriculums
Fees:
$150 per presentation, Seattle area
$300 a day, Seattle area
$500 a day, outside of Seattle area
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Shannon Grogan, Author
http://shannongrogan.com
Shannon@shannongrogan.com

FROM WHERE I WATCH YOU (Soho Teen)
I prefer to tailor a presentation topic to the needs/wishes of the event and can suggest
topics of interest, from middle school to high school. Currently I teach full time, so I’m
only available for weekend events.
Skype/Facetime Q&A classroom visits can be arranged.
Session type: C, W, L
“[This] powerful debut [will keep readers] guessing until the end.” —School Library
Journal
Bio:
Shannon has been an elementary school teacher for 16 years. She writes for teens and lives with her family near Seattle.
You can find out more about her at http://shannongrogan.com.

Kelly Jones, Author
www.curiosityjones.net
bookofkell@gmail.com

UNUSUAL CHICKENS FOR THE EXCEPTIONAL
POULTRY FARMER; MURDER, MAGIC, AND
WHAT WE WORE (Knopf )
Author Assembly (Grades K-adult)
About me, my writing, and things to try on your own.
Create and Describe a SuperPet (Grades 2-6)
Use your five senses to describe your own SuperPet!
Math and Science of Chickens (Grades 4-6)
Fun real-world STEM applications!
Write a Letter You Can’t Mail (Grades 4-adult)
Write a letter that can’t be delivered, to someone you miss,
or someone you’ve never met.
Writing History (Grades 4-adult)
Tips for researching and writing historical fiction and
fantasy.

So You Want to Write a Novel (Grades 5-adult)
Process and tips for large writing projects. Perfect for
NaNoWriMo.
You Wrote Something — Now What? (Grades 5-adult)
Process and tips for getting feedback, editing, and publishing. Perfect for after
NaNoWriMo.
Writing as a Career
(Grades 4-adult)
What it’s like to be a writer
in the real world.
Session type: all
Learn more about me at
www.curiosityjones.net!

Margaret Read MacDonald, Author
www.margaretreadmacdonald.com
mrm@margaretreadmacdonald.com

TEACHING WITH STORY: CLASSROOM CONNECTIONS TO STORYTELLING; FAT CAT; GO TO
SLEEP GECKO; PICKIN’ PEAS (August House); PARTY CROC!; BOY FROM THE DRAGON PALACE;
MABELA THE CLEVER (Albert Whitman); SQUEAKY DOOR (HarperCollins)
Tales Around the World (Grades K-12)
Audience-participation folktales from many cultures. MacDonald discusses folklore,
editing decisions, and love of lyrical-sounding language.
Session type: all
MacDonald draws on her Ph.D. in folklore and her career as a children’s librarian for
her 65+ books on storytelling and folklore topics. She travels the world sharing her
Playing with Story workshops, telling tales, and teaching others to tell.
Fee:
$850 for a full day: six grade-level sessions, or two assemblies and four small group
sessions
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Loralee Leavitt, Author
www.candyexperiments.com
loralee@candyexperiments.com
425-739-9746

CANDY EXPERIMENTS and CANDY EXPERIMENTS 2 (Andrews McMeel)
“Candy Secrets,” Highlights, October 2010, winner of “Nonfiction Feature of the Year” award
Presentations:
Candy Experiments Class Presentation (Grades K-8, 45-60 min.)
Quick visual experiments with explanations, like dropping Warheads in baking soda water to make bubbles, dissolving
Pop Rocks to release the carbon dioxide bubbles inside, and weighing candy to show how much sugar is in other foods.
Up to 60 students, with hands-on activities for a few volunteer students. (Can accommodate a larger group if projector
is available.)
Candy Experiments Hands-On Class Workshop (Grade 2 and up, 60 min.)
Hands-on class workshop in which I lead students in doing experiments at their desks. Each
student receives a kit with all necessary candy and materials. We test Warheads for acid in bubbling
baking soda, separate M&M colors with chromatography, dissolve Pixy Stix for endothermic reactions, learn about density with marshmallow sinking contests, and more.
Candy Experiments Science Fair Table (2 hrs. max.)
Experiment table with 4-6 hands-on experiments for students, supplies included.
Beating the Blank Screen: Writing Tips Presentation or Assembly (Grades 3-12, 60 min.)
Presentation on turning a great idea into polished document, with brainstorming, content revision,
proofreading, and working with teachers or editors. Includes bloopers, edits, and facts from my own
writing process (like the secret step for making a Mentos geyser, how to “seize” chocolate, and what
Warheads can really do to teeth).
Writing Tips Workshop
Presentation followed by a group writing session, in which students practice the writing process as
they pitch sentences, edit, and polish a writing sample.
Presentations can be adapted to focus on curriculum requirements, such as fluids, matter, or the
scientific method. I also do full-day school visits, writer’s workshops, or other events.
Session type: all
Would your school like to get kids excited about science? With Candy Experiments, I show kids
bubbling Warheads, giant gummi worms, bobbing conversation hearts, M&M rainbows, and piles
of candy to match the sugar in other treats. (Did you know a bottle of orange soda has as much sugar as 12
rolls of Smarties?) These kid-tested experiments demonstrate scientific concepts such as chemical reactions,
density, and nutrition. Kids are so interested, they don’t even notice that they’re learning science.
As the author of CANDY EXPERIMENTS and CANDY EXPERIMENTS 2, I’ve designed dozens of
simple experiments that demonstrate scientific principles and entertain children at the same time. My class
presentations can be adapted to work for many different grades and curricula. I provide the supplies, including candy, experiment materials, and wipes for sticky fingers. I’ve presented candy experiments at the USA
Science and Engineering Festival in Washington, D.C., at local elementary schools, at 30 local libraries, and
on Evening Magazine and New Day Northwest.
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Deb Lund, Author/Teacher/Creativity Coach
www.deblund.com
deb@deblund.com

DINOSOARING (Houghton Mifflin); ALL ABOARD THE DINOTRAIN, DINOSAILORS, MONSTERS ON
MACHINES, and TELL ME MY STORY, Mama (HarperCollins)
Presentations:
Storymaking (Grades K-3)
Who knew learning about story structure could be so much fun? Take your kids from storytelling to writing with Deb’s
Magic Threes, Story Song, and Story Recipe.
Be a Troublemaker! (Grades 3-8)
Writers create characters—and then get them in trouble! Meeting Miss Midge the Critic and taking the Writers Oath
(along with learning some writing tips, tricks, and techniques) will inspire creative troublemaking in students and teachers alike!
Writing Residency (Grades K-8)
Whole-school “Young Authors” events for the most reluctant to the most prolific writers! Don’t all your students (and
those who work with them) deserve that kind of support?
Teacher Time (Adults)
Tailor-made school or district writing workshops, coaching, and online courses for credits or clock hours. Deb also offers
free sessions for teachers with each school visit.
Writers’ Workshops (All)
Popular conference and library workshops include: “Be a Fiction Magician,” “Piggyback Picture Books,” “Jumpstart Your
Writing,” “Your Year to Write,” and for the youngest ones… “Dinoparty!”
Session type: all
Bio:
With a master’s project on teaching writing, creativity coaching training, continuing education instruction, and years of
teaching K-12 classroom, music, and library, I’m at home with kids of all ages.
As a classroom and English teacher, if a parent told me at the beginning of the year that their son or daughter was a
reluctant writer, I got excited because I knew I could make a difference.
Transforming student (and teacher) fears and doubts about writing into creative explorations in language and story is
one of my greatest passions. I’m looking forward to hearing from you.
Some favorite post-visit comments:
• You Rule!!! The school is still buzzing about your visit! —Elementary
principal
• That inner critic kept saying, “That’s
no good, scrap that.” But I heard
your presentation and I told that
critic “No!” and moved on! I will
always keep writing now! —Sixth
grader
• I wish you could live with me. —
First grader
• Everyone thoroughly enjoyed your
visit! You did a super job of engaging
students of all levels…. Thanks for
making our Young Author’s day a
great success! —K-5 teacher/librarian
• The buzz at school is in your favor—
you were “the best guest author we
have ever had!” —PTA parent
• Even our tough older kids hung onto every word. —K-8 librarian
• Our students just keep on writing after their week with you. We want you back next year! —PTA parent
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Mark Maciejewski, Author
www.Markmaciejewski.com
Magicjetski@yahoo.com

I AM FARTACUS (Simon & Schuster/Aladdin)
How Dare You Laugh at My Book? (Grades 2-6, 40-60 min.)
Mark will walk the class through the process of writing a humorous novel and help them
start their own stories with some fun writing prompts. There will be readings from his
books as well as a chance for Q&A. The program can be modified depending on class
length.
Session type: all
Bio:
Like Chub, Mark was one of the “usual suspects” throughout his grade-school years.
Mark’s hair, however, didn’t fall out until much later in life. In his spare time, he enjoys
reading, gardening, watching movies, and napping. His love of comics and graphic novels is a major influence on his
work. He lives in Seattle with his wife, four kids, two dogs, two frogs, six glow-in-the-dark fish, and a borrowed cat.
Also available for library visits/readings
Fee schedule available on request. Travel: I-5/I-90 corridors, Washington/Oregon, and will consider other areas as well.

Rae McDonald, Author
raemcdonald@comcast.net
www.raemcdonald.com.

A FISHING SURPRISE (Cooper Square)
I delight in making presentations and visits to elementary schools and other
venues. I dig deep into the creative process of developing a great story and
a book. I share new work and invite children to create and share their ideas.
Good teaching is foremost in my presentations. Let’s work together to create
a presentation that fits your local goals and one that builds strong connections
with literacy standards for children.
Bio:
I’m Rae, a relentless writer bubbling with story ideas. My picture book, A FISHING SURPRISE, began on a creekside bike ride where I discovered a buoyant mystery. Creating books is the most wonderful kind of work. The smallest
happening may spark a story and stick like ooey, gooey gum until I work it out, stretch it out, and polish it out. In my
workaday world, I’m a part-time children’s teacher-librarian and full-time champion of literacy.
Fees:
$200 and up; let’s discuss possibilities for large or small groups.

Sara Nickerson, Author
www.saranickerson.com
saranick@comcast.net

THE SECRETS OF BLUEBERRIES, BROTHERS, MOOSE & ME (Dutton);
HOW TO DISAPPEAR COMPLETELY AND NEVER BE FOUND (HarperCollins)
Behind the Book (Grades 4-6)
An informative and fun behind-the-scenes look at the book making process. The
30-minute PowerPoint, followed by a lively Q & A session, covers topics including:
how to become a writer, revision tips and techniques, strategies for getting unstuck.
Presentation can be modified to support what is happening in your classroom.
Session type: all
Bio:
Sara started her career as a writer for TV and film. She loves talking to kids (and adults!) about books and writing.
Her third novel is scheduled for release in 2017.
From school librarians:
“Her PowerPoint presentation was fabulous. She’s an excellent speaker for 4th – 6th grade students!” “I loved that you told the students that indeed
they might find more joy with stories in other formats. And of course that you stressed rewriting and that it’s okay to be messy!”
Sliding fee. Skype visits available.
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Vikram Madan, Author (Poet)/Illustrator
www.vikrammadan.com/school-visits.html
Vikram.Madan@Live.com

THE BUBBLE COLLECTOR: POEMS AND DRAWINGS (Vikram Madan)
Presentation:
Fun with Funny Illustrated Poetry! (Grades 2-7)
The visual connection to literacy is important for kids of all ages. Using humor,
rhyming poetry, and hilarious drawings, my sessions engage kids with a behindthe-scenes peek into the creative process, in a way that inspires them to not only
have fun with their own words and images, but also to persevere with their own
dreams and aspirations. As an engineer-turned-author/artist and someone born in
a different culture, I bring a unique, culturally diverse, right-plus-left-brained perspective into the classroom. My presentations are particularly well-suited for National Poetry Month.
Session type: all
Bio:
Vikram grew up in India where he studied engineering. Years later, he quit his career, followed his dream,
and became a practicing visual artist and humorous poet. His debut self-illustrated book, THE BUBBLE
COLLECTOR, was nominated by invitation for the 2014 Washington State Book Awards, won a Moonbeam Award for Children’s Poetry, is frequently compared to the works of Shel Silverstein, and is loved by
readers and reviewers for humor, diversity of poetic styles, and “for introducing children to the joys of poetry.”
Vikram has previously also won editorial-cartooning awards from the Washington Press Association and the
Society of Professional Journalists.
“After his presentation, each student dropped everything and started writing! The kids in my class adore
[THE BUBBLE COLLECTOR].” —Fourth grade gifted teacher, Spiritridge Elementary
“The students learned how to turn ordinary poetry into compelling works. I would highly recommend
Vikram Madan for any elementary audience.” —Librarian, Echo Lake Elementary
“I had at least a dozen of our teachers tell me how wonderfully perfect they found his presentation to be.”
—Primary school librarian, Washington [D.C.] International School

Curtis Manley, Author
www.curtismanley.com
curtis@curtismanley.com

THE SUMMER NICK TAUGHT HIS CATS TO READ (Simon & Schuster)
Nick and his cats, Verne and Stevenson, do everything together. Except read. So Nick tries teaching them to read, too!
But reading doesn’t come easily for everyone. Nick and his cats learn that finding just the right book can make all the
difference.
THE CRANE GIRL (Lee & Low)
While gathering firewood, Yasuhiro sets free an injured crane. The next night, a mysterious girl shows up on the doorstep and Yasuhiro and his father offer her shelter. When the silk she weaves brings a good price, the greed of Yasuhiro’s
father has a life-changing effect on them all.
SHAWN LOVES SHARKS (Roaring Brook)
Shawn loves sharks more than anything else in the world. He loves their dark, blank eyes. He loves their big mouths full of sharp teeth. And he loves
pretending to be a shark and chasing Stacy around the playground—until Predator Day at school, when Great White Shark is assigned to… Stacy.
Presentation: The Story of a Book (Grades K-6, 30-60 min.)
I’ll present one of my books and then talk about reading and favorite books, where story ideas come from and how they can change during the writing
process, how books get put together with illustrations and published, and how each of us can write and share stories from our own lives. The presentation can be tailored to last between 30 and 60 minutes.
Session type: C, W, L
Bio:
Curtis began writing poetry in high school,
has been a geologist and technical writer,
and now writes fiction and nonfiction picture books. His interests range from science
and technology to art, poetry and haiku, and
folklore. Curtis grew up in Pennsylvania
but now lives east of Seattle with his wife,
daughter, and cat.
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Sharon Mentyka, Author
www.sharonmentyka.com
sharon@sharonmentyka.com

CHASING AT THE SURFACE (WestWinds Press)
Presentations:
The Tail Behind the Tale: How the Story of a Pod of Trapped Orcas Became a Children’s Book (Grades 1-6, 50 min.)
Kids often wonder how writers get the ideas for their stories. Sharon will take your students on a journey, showing how
writers — and kids — can use ordinary events they know and learn in real life and turn them into extraordinary stories.
Write What You Know, Even When You Don’t Know It Yet (Grades 4-6, 50 min.)
People will sometimes tell you to only write about things you know. But sometimes admitting what you don’t know is
the first step to learning what you really care about. This presentation and writing workshop builds confidence and gives
students tools to research and explore ways they can write about things they want to learn about — and maybe even
want to change!
Is That Me — or You? (Grades 1-3 or 4–6, 30-50 min.)
What would it be like if one day you woke up, looked in the mirror, and saw somebody else? In this fun writing workshop, students role-play what it would feel like, inside and out, being that “other” person. Using one of a writer’s most
important tools — show, don’t tell — students learn how sensory detail can enliven writing, gaining a good dose of
empathy along the way!
Session type: all
I love visiting schools! I’m a children’s writer, designer and educator with an MFA in Writing from the Whidbey Writers
Workshop. Sharing my books and talking to students about story-making and writing is one of my favorite things to do
as a writer. I have a genuine rapport with students of all ages and can change the complexity and style of my presentations at schools, libraries, conferences, workshops, and bookstores to best suit the needs of each audience.
Story themes and related curricula:
“Chasing at the Surface” — Courage, forgiveness, adoption, personal responsibility, environmental issues, Northwest
history, natural science of killer whales, and habitat conservation
“B in the World” — School friendships, empathy, non-traditional families, social justice, anti-bullying, gender diversity,
and gender fluidity
Reviews
“Basing her [CHASING AT THE SURFACE] story on actual events, the author has created a poignant novel that vividly celebrates the interconnected nature of all living creatures. Like the eerily beautiful voices of the orcas in the ocean,
this book will haunt readers.” —Kirkus Reviews
“Sharon was a kind, generous, and encouraging teacher. She created an environment where each student could ask
questions and bring their voice to the table, no matter how different their writing styles.” —Nick M., fifth grade teacher,
Seattle School District
Author pre-visit packet available
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Jennifer K. Mann, Author/Illustrator
www.jenniferkmann.com
jennifer@jenniferkmann.com

TWO SPECKLED EGGS; I WILL NEVER GET A STAR ON MRS. BENSON’S BLACKBOARD; SAM AND
JUMP (Candlewick)
Presentations:
How to Become an Author/Illustrator (Grades K-5)
Every part of my life has added to my becoming a children’s book author and illustrator. Using a PowerPoint presentation, I’ll tell students how I draw from my childhood memories and my children’s experiences to find inspiration for my
stories. I’ll tell them about my journey from architect to children’s book creator, and I’ll also show them the roundabout
way I taught myself to illustrate picture books.
What’s in a Face: A Character Design Workshop (Grades K-5)
In this fun, hand’s-on workshop, students will design and draw a grid of unique characters, and then select one or two to develop more completely in
both pictures and words.
Session type: all
Bio:
I live on Bainbridge Island in Washington (via Longmeadow, MA). I live with my architect husband and two kids, one cat, two dogs, and four chickens. I once was an architect and worked for a large firm in Seattle for many years. Now I write and illustrate picture
books full time.
My book TWO SPECKLED EGGS won
the 2015 Washington State Book Award. I
love presenting to kids and adults, and I am
comfortable in front of large assemblies or
small groups. Workshops are a wonderful way
for smaller groups, particularly older students,
to roll up their sleeves and try their hands at
creating characters for their own stories.
Fee and references available on request.

Clare Hodgson Meeker, Author
clarehmeeker@gmail.com
www.claremeeker.com

Selected publishing credits and awards:
RHINO RESCUE! (National Geographic), School Library Journal Spring Selection 2016; “Hawaii’s Special Seals”
(Ranger Rick, 2013); SOCCER DREAMS: PLAYING THE SEATTLE SOUNDERS FC WAY (Creating One,
2011); THE ADVENTURES OF OLIVE AND MAX (Your Big Backyard series, 2006-2008); HANSA: THE
TRUE STORY OF AN ASIAN ELEPHANT BABY and Smithsonian Notable Book LOOTAS LITTLE WAVE
EATER (Sasquatch Books); I COULD NOT KEEP SILENT: RACHEL CARSON (McGraw Hill); PARTNER
IN REVOLUTION: ABIGAIL ADAMS (Benchmark Books); WHO WAKES ROOSTER (Simon& Schuster),
Bank Street Book of the Year 1997
Presentations:
Endangered Animal Rescues with Happy Endings (Grades 3-7)
Sharing RHINO RESCUE!, students learn how to create a story using a three-problem approach to narrative structure.
Building Teamwork on the Field and in the Classroom (Grades 2-5)
Using SOCCER DREAMS, I demonstrate 10 teamwork tips that are practiced in the major-league soccer world to help students work together on
the field and in the classroom.
Buddy Poems (Grades 3-7, 60 min.)
Students work with a partner to create a poem about something they have in common
and perform it to a beat in front of the class.
Where Do Story Ideas Come From? (Grades 1-2)
Sharing WHO WAKES ROOSTER, students create their own stories based on who
wakes whom in their family. Paper-folding bookmaking exercise included.
Session type: all

Bio:
Clare teaches writing workshops in elementary and middle schools throughout the region and classes in writing for
children to adults at Hugo House in Seattle. She is a frequent speaker at writing conferences, most recently at the 2016
Pacific Northwest Writers Association conference, and is a member of SCBWI and the Seattle7Writers collective.
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Eric Ode, Author

www.ericode.com
info@ericode.com

TOO MANY TOMATOES and DAN, THE TAXI MAN (Kane Miller); SEA STAR WISHES: POEMS FROM
THE COAST and BIGFOOT DOES NOT LIKE BIRTHDAY PARTIES (Sasquatch); THE BOY AND THE
DRAGON and WHEN YOU’RE A PIRATE DOG (Pelican)
Presentations:
Large Group Assemblies: Exploring the Writing Process Through Music, Story, and Poetry
Eric’s elementary school assemblies are fun and fast-paced. With a focus on the writing process and on a variety of
writing process elements, assembly programs are carefully planned for group participation.
Smaller Group Workshops
Especially designed to follow a large group assembly. Students have the opportunity to expand on earlier presented themes, write independently or as
a group, ask questions.... Loads of possibilities!
Family Reading Night Concerts
Celebrate literacy with a high-participation music and poetry concert.
Session type: all
Eric is a national award-winning children’s singer/songwriter, the author of 10 children’s
books, and a widely published poet. A former elementary teacher of 12 years, Eric has
been invited to share his assemblies and workshops with schools throughout the United
States, in Japan, and in Guam.
“I’ve never received so much positive feedback from so many teachers about an author
assembly.” —Jenny Hillger, librarian, Meridian Park Elementary, Shoreline, WA
“Students have been talking about your visit all week long. They are staying in from recess
to write poems! Your message was heard by our students, and the staff thanks you.” —Judy Brown, librarian, Elger Bay Elementary, Camano Island,
WA
Please visit Eric’s website for school visit rates, additional references, and resources.

Craig Orback, Illustrator
www.craigorback.com
craig.orback@gmail.com

BOYS CAMP series (Sky Pony Press); GIFTS FROM THE ENEMY (White Cloud Press); THE CAN MAN (Lee
& Low Books); NATURE’S PAINTBOX: A SEASONAL GALLEY OF ART AND VERSE; SURVIVAL IN THE
SNOW; KEEPING THE PROMISE: A TORAH’S JOURNEY; and NATHAN HALE PATRIOT SPY (Lerner
Publishing); JOHN ADAMS SPEAKS FOR FREEDOM (Simon & Schuster)
Presentations:
Voting and Democracy (Grades 3-5)
Based on several of my historical biographies on Nathan Hale, John Adams, Thomas Paine, Susan B. Anthony, and James Forten.
Survival in the Snow (Grades 2-5)
The true-life adventure story of pioneer Moses Schallenberger, set in California’s Sierra Nevada Mountains.
Poetry and Art Mediums (Grades 2-5)
Based on my book NATURE’S PAINTBOX: A SEASONAL GALLEY OF ART AND VERSE.
The Issue of Homelessness and Ways You Can Help (Grades 2-5)
Based on my book THE CAN MAN.
WWII and the Holocaust (Grades 4-6)
Based on the real-life stories in GIFTS FROM THE ENEMY and KEEPING THE PROMISE.
Session type: all
Bio:
Craig is the award winning illustrator of over 20 published books for children as well as working for numerous children’s
magazines and various educational publishers. He received a BFA degree in illustration from Cornish College of the Arts in
1998. Craig also teaches illustration classes at Bellevue and North Seattle Colleges and loves to share his books with students
during school and library visits.
In my programs, I also share my process as an illustrator creating art from the sketch phase to the finished book. An art
lesson for students to draw or paint follows my talk. I bring lots of visuals from original sketches to finished paintings. Other topics available.
Fee: $750 a day or $225 per one hour presentation. I am open to negotiation.
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Jennifer Phillips, Author
www.jenniferphillipsauthor.com
jjpseattle@comcast.net

PICTURE PERFECT!: GLAM SCARVES, BELTS, HATS, AND OTHER FASHION ACCESSORIES FOR ALL OCCASIONS; GIRLS RESEARCH: AMAZING TALES OF FEMALE SCIENTISTS (Capstone Press)

Finding Ideas for Fiction Stories (Grades 3-12)

Group practice using a simple, fun word clustering strategy.

Trimming “Weed” Words to Make Your Writing Snap (Tweens, teens, grown-ups)

Those sneaky weeds — hard to keep out of the garden and just as hard to keep out of our writing. We review examples and practice how to trim surplus words
that bog down our prose.

The Value of Many Ideas and Experimentation (Tweens, teens, grown-ups)

Anchored in examples about authoring my craft books. We explore the importance of generating lots of ideas and
hands-on experimenting to find the best solutions.
Session type: C, W, L

Bio:

Jennifer is a Seattle-based children’s author, former newspaper reporter, and corporate communications specialist. She
also teaches and presents about creative thinking.

Available for school, library, children’s groups and conferences in Puget Sound (or virtually elsewhere). Uses an energetic and respectful approach.
See website for topics and rates.

Gary Schwartz, Author
http://gary-schwartz.com
gary@gary-schwartz.com

THE KING OF AVERAGE (Bunny Moon Enterprises)
Leading an Extra-ORDINARY Life
Gary, author of THE KING OF AVERAGE, talks about and reads from his novel. He talks
about his childhood and becoming a mime, actor, and video game voice guy. Includes Q&A.
Improv and Writing Workshops for the Classroom
Tales of growing up funny and playing games to learn.
Session type: all
Bio:
Gary has been a professional mime, actor, TV writer, voice-over artist, and improv coach. He taught mime and improv professionally for 30 years.
THE KING OF AVERAGE is a fantasy-adventure story that combines wit and wordplay with a rollicking odyssey of self-discovery told with a lot
of humor and aimed at middle-grade readers.
Winner of Kirkus Star, Moms’ Choice Award
Teacher’s guide, fee schedule, and references available on request. I will travel up to 150 miles from Seattle.

Kathryn Siebel, Author
www.kathrynsiebel.com
siebel810@gmail.com

THE TROUBLE WITH TWINS (Knopf Books for Young Readers)
Can You Fill These Shoes? Character Development for Kids (Grades 3-5)
Help improve students’ reading and writing skills with a fun, interactive workshop. Students develop and share their own
characters using physical objects, writing prompts, and guided instruction.
Making Fiction Tangible (Adults)
Teachers and librarians sample ways to integrate props and games into their writing and reading instruction in order to
deepen students’ understanding of the elements of literature and improve reading skills.
Session type: all
Bio:
Kathryn writes and teaches in Seattle. She is a former certified teacher and library
paraprofessional. A graduate of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop with teaching experience at all age levels from elementary through college, Kathryn’s first middle
grade novel, called “a promising debut” by Publishers Weekly, is just out from Knopf
Books for Young Readers.
Prefers Seattle-area appearances.
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Randall Platt, Author
www.plattbooks.com
randall@plattbooks.com

INCOMMUNICADO (Sky Pony Press)
Presentations:
So, You Want to Be a Writer! (Middle grade - old folks’ home)
Fun, interactive workshop! In an hour’s time we’ll create a cast of characters, a plot line, and even a resolution in a lively
“crowd creative” atmosphere.
Maybe This Wasn’t the Best Idea (Middle grade - high school)
A talk on social experiments in U.S. history that affected children and families throughout the country. Orphan trains, Mexican repatriation, Japanese
internment and sundown towns are looked at through Randall’s fiction
dealing with these issues.
Long Ago and Far Away (High school and adult)
Fall of 1939 was a long time ago. Warsaw, Poland, is far away. Yet the happenings of that time and place affected the entire world as Hitler invaded
Poland. We look at what life must have been like for teens before, during,
and after this incredibly challenging time in our world history.
Session type: C, W, L
Bio:
Two-time Willa Cather Literary Award winner Randall Platt writes fiction
for adults and young adults and people who don’t own up to being either.
Randall enjoys teaching and connecting with writers of all ages and sharing
the things she has learned the hard way.
All-day appearances are $1000, half-day, $500. Travel over 200 miles from
the Puget Sound region will require compensation and, friendly as Randall
is, no home stays. When not researching, writing, or speaking, Randall can
be found on the nearest handball court.

Katherine Pryor, Author
www.KatherinePryor.com
Katherine.Pryor@gmail.com

ZORA’S ZUCCHINI (Readers to Eaters, 2015)
Winner, 2016 Growing Good Kids Award
“A fun and accessible title that lends itself to discussion of gardening, nutrition, and problem-solving.” —School Library Journal
SYLVIA’S SPINACH (Readers to Eaters, 2012)
“15 Books for Future Foodies” –FoodTank
Presentations:
Read Your Greens (Grades K-2, 25-45 min.)
This playful, interactive presentation includes a discussion of taste buds, food waste, gardening, and nutrition.
Tell Your Story (Grades 3-6, 20-45 min.)
This inspiring presentation explores how ideas become stories, how stories become books, and how students become writers.
Session type: all
Bio:
Katherine is an MA and good food advocate who has considered herself a writer since she was seven years old. Her presentation supports school garden curriculum, nutrition education, farm-to-school programs, SNAP-Ed, and educators seeking a way to make healthy food fun.
“Katherine Pryor is able to capture the attention of adults and children alike with her relaxed, friendly, and engaged presentation style…. She is a
genuine and passionate speaker with a very clear and approachable style.” —Ashely Braun, librarian, Seattle Public Library
“Katherine’s presentation was geared toward the primary grade audience with personal stories, a great visual prop of a giant zucchini, and a read-aloud
version of ZORA’S ZUCCHINI that kept her audience entranced. Her interactions with students were warm and personable and they really enjoyed
meeting her. Her message of coming up with innovative solutions for garden abundance will be a great provocation for units of inquiry!” —Scout
Mitchell, Birchwood Elementary librarian and International Baccalaureate Coordinator
Consider booking for National Gardening Month, Food Literacy Month, Earth Day, or harvest season. Free activity guides available courtesy of
Jumpstart and the Whole Kids Foundation.
Discounted rates available for schools serving a high percentage of students eligible for free or reduced meals. Please visit www.KatherinePryor.com to learn more!
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Brianna Caplan Sayres, Author
www.briannacaplansayres.com
brianna@sayres.com

WHERE DO DIGGERS SLEEP AT NIGHT?; WHERE DO STEAM TRAINS SLEEP AT NIGHT?; WHERE
DO JET PLANES SLEEP AT NIGHT? (Random House); TIARA SAURUS REX (Bloomsbury)
Presentations:
The Truck Stop Guide to Writing a Picture Book (Grades 1- 5)
This program connects trucks and writing! From a digger to dig up an idea to a “Slow Down, Revision Ahead” sign, I
will use trucks and truck language to guide your students through the writing process and how it works. This introduction to how to write a picture book is a truckload of fun! Perfect for classes who have written or will be writing books of
their own.
Rhyme Crime Time (Grades 1 – 5)
Ask your students to write a poem and many will probably start to write in rhyme. Many beginning picture book writers
do the same thing. But writing in rhyme is more challenging than it looks! In this session, we will investigate what
makes good rhyme work—and what makes bad rhyme a crime! Fun reinforcement of phonological awareness and the
writing process.
Goodnight, Trucks (Pre-K – first grade)
You and your students are invited to a truck slumber party! During this visit, I will read aloud my picture book,
WHERE DO DIGGERS SLEEP AT NIGHT?. Then I will invite the children to put their own trucks to bed.
Children may provide their own toy trucks or I can provide paper trucks for the activity. This program can fit well with
pajama days, truck days, and transportation themes.
Once Upon a Dinosaur (Grades K - 5)
In this program, I use dinosaurs to explore how an author writes a picture book.
Writing Words That Beg for Pictures (Adults)
You’re a writer, not an illustrator. Still, you can write a picture book. But you need to work extra hard at choosing just the
right words for your text — words that practically beg for pictures. Come to this workshop with Brianna, a picture book
author (not illustrator), prepared to study the elements that go into making a picture book manuscript that truly stands
out.
Session type: all
Bio:
Brianna was a classroom teacher (K, 2, and 3) for many years before she was an author, and she prides herself on creating engaging programs that meet the learning and developmental needs of her audience.
“Brianna’s presentation to our K-1 classes reinforced their understanding of an author and the process of writing, all
neatly tied into her truck theme.” —Barbara McElfish, teacher/librarian, Franklin Elementary
“I thought the presentation was terrific! Our students were all engaged and entertained, and all they wanted was
MORE!!!” —Michelle Younker, lead teacher P3, Jewish Day School of Metropolitan Seattle
Teacher’s guides and fee information available on Brianna’s website.
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Suzanne Selfors, Author
www.suzanneselfors.com
mail@suzanneselfors.com

THE IMAGINARY VETERINARY SERIES; THE EVER AFTER HIGH SCHOOL STORIES SERIES;
SMELLS LIKE DOG SERIES (Little, Brown)
Coming in 2017: THE WEDGIE AND GIZMO SERIES (Harper Collins); SLEEPOVER SURPRISE (Imprint/
Macmillan)
Presentations:
How Does an Idea Become a Book? (Grades 1-6)
With lots of photos, funny stories, and props, Suzanne takes your students on a journey from the birth of an idea to the
process of writing the story, and then behind the scenes to meet the huge team who takes her story and turns it into
a physical book. Teachers can choose which of Suzanne’s books they’d like her to focus on. She shows how ordinary
moments in her life became extraordinary stories. She talks about rejection, mistakes, and starting over. She dresses
volunteers like characters from her books so students can get a physical sense of the imaginary coming to life. The goal is
to get your students excited about creating their own stories.
Session type: C, A
Bio:
Suzanne is a national best-selling author. Her books for young readers have appeared on numerous state lists, won five
Junior Library Guild awards, been awarded Amazon’s Best Book of the Year, and won the Washington State Book
Award. She comes from a long line of teachers and storytellers and loves visiting schools. She lives on Bainbridge Island.
Fee:
$1,200 for two presentations, meet-and-greet/book-signing time, and a Q and A session with a special group of your
selection
Special assembly fee: $700
Team up with another school in your district. Suzanne will visit one in the morning and the other in the afternoon.
Each assembly will include meet-and-greet/book-signing time.
Travel expenses additional if driving out of state or long distances. Skype visits: If you’re interested, please visit Suzanne’s
website for the Skype visit form.
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Dan Richards, Author
www.danrichardsbooks.com
dan@danrichardsbooks.com

THE PROBLEM WITH NOT BEING SCARED OF MONSTERS; THE PROBLEM WITH NOT BEING SCARED
OF KIDS (Boyds Mills Press); CAN ONE BALLOON MAKE AN ELEPHANT FLY? (Simon & Schuster Books For
Young Readers)

Presentations:
There’s a Monster in My Head! (Grades K-6)

In this fun, interactive presentation/workshop, students will create a monster character bio and
then write their own monster-sized adventures using text and images just like a real picture
book.

Have Balloon Will Travel! (Grades K-6)

In this exciting presentation/workshop, students will create a zoo animal character bio and then
write their own grand balloon adventures using text and images just like a real picture book.
Presentations include:
• Read aloud of at least one of Dan’s books
• Sample bios using characters from Dan’s stories
• Worksheets for students to create their own monster or zoo animal bios
• Easy three-step prompt for writing their own monster or zoo animal adventure story
• Question and answer time
Session type: all

Bio:

Dan has been crafting stories since he was old enough to hold a pencil. He is a graduate of the University of
Washington Writing For Children program. Dan loves talking about the art of writing. School visits make him happy. He lives with his family in Bothell, WA.
What librarians are saying:
“Thank you for the enthusiasm and excitement you sparked, and for sharing your book and self with all of us!” —Sally W, Friday Harbor Elementary
What reviewers are saying:
“This book is a delight on so many levels.... The illustrations are beautiful and seem almost to spring from the page.... This is an easy and fun read-aloud that
serves to teach many lessons about paying attention and letting our imagination take us where it will. VERDICT: A timeless book with a contemporary feel
that will satisfy readers and listeners.” —School Library Journal

Dana J. Sullivan, Author/Illustrator
www.danajsullivan.com
danajsullivan@comcast.net

OZZIE AND THE ART CONTEST; KAY KAY’S ALPHABET SAFARI; Illustrator,
DIGGER AND DAISY SERIES (Sleeping Bear Press); Illustrator, BOB BOOKS (Scholastic)
Presentations:
Kay Kay’s Alphabet Safari (Grades K-5)
Kids learn the story of the real people and orphanage that inspired the book and see what life
is like in Kenya. My drawing demo stresses how important their own words and pictures are in
telling their own stories.
Superhero YOU! Graphic Novel Workshop (All ages)
We draw expressive emotions and then use them to tell (and revise) a simple story. When we
draw our hidden superpower, the crazier, the better!

Drawn to Diversity (keynote to adults)
As a white, middle-aged, male American, I’m not the obvious poster boy for a discussion on the hot-button topic of diversity
in children’s literature. But ensuring that all kids see their faces and cultures depicted in books is the job of every author and
illustrator, regardless of color or background. This talk shows how I came to be committed to using all the crayons in my box.
Session type: all

Some nice words about Dana:
“Dana Sullivan is a wonderful speaker, illustrator, and author. The audience was enthralled. Teachers and students
all wanted more of his time. He educates, entertains, and maintains a rapt audience for his entire presentation. I
highly recommend him to any age group.” —Sue Myers, Rosa Parks Elementary, Redmond, WA
“I loved how he ended each session asking the kids to promise to read, write, and draw over the summer. Five out
of five stars! —Cindy Thompson, Wilkeson Elementary, WA
“Mr. Sullivan’s presentations were informative and engaging for students and teachers alike! Our students loved
the personalized notes and drawings he added to the books he autographed.” —Rachel Budzynski, University
Schools, Greeley, CO
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Laurie Ann Thompson, Author
http://lauriethompson.com
laurie@lauriethompson.com

TWO TRUTHS AND A LIE: IT’S ALIVE! (Walden Pond Press/Harper Collins); MY DOG IS THE BEST
(FSG/Macmillan); EMMANUEL’S DREAM (Schwartz & Wade/Random House); BE A CHANGEMAKER
(Beyond Words/Simon Pulse)
Presentations:
You Can Be a Changemaker (All ages)
I’ll show students that everyone can — and should — strive to be a changemaker. I’ll present real-world examples,
inspire students to dream big and take positive action, and give practical tips for success.
“… a thoughtful, clear and engaging presenter. We used EMMANUEL’S DREAM and BE A CHANGEMAKER
for the TCRWP Teen Activism topic. If you’re looking for ways to engage your students in writing and in making a
difference, Laurie Ann Thompson will share her passion with them!” —Maureen Juenger, fifth/sixth grades, Sunrise
Elementary, Redmond, WA
Writing from the Heart (Preschool-Grade 8)
Using my books as examples, I’ll talk about where good stories come from and how to make our writing more relevant
to ourselves as writers and to our readers. I’ll share my writing journey from inspiration to publication and demonstrate
why all stories matter.
“I am so deeply thankful for your visit with our students. Their eyes were glued on you, and they were just soaking in
your every word as you told stories about researching and writing a book! They were truly captivated by your time with
them, and you intuitively found ways to show them that all of their questions and ideas were important. We would love
for you to visit our students again next year!” —Teddy Dillingham, lead educator, Imagine Children’s Museum
Nonfiction Writing: Facts Are Fun! (Grades K-8)
First, I’ll talk about where to find ideas and how to decide what to write about. Then, I’ll move on to the process of
nonfiction writing, including research, planning, drafting, revising, and editing. I will bring excerpts from my TWO
TRUTHS AND A LIE series and visuals from my nonfiction magazine articles.
“Thanks so much for your visit to our classroom. It’s so important for kids to connect their work in the classroom to
authentic, real-life writing that people do in the real world. The kid-friendly articles you shared fit in perfectly with our
study of non-fiction text features, and the tips on generating ideas, conducting research, and then actually writing and
publishing your work were all things my first graders could really connect to. The students were very engaged throughout you entire talk. Thanks so much for bringing the real world to our classroom, and sharing all your interesting
articles!” —Michal Friesen, first Grade Teacher, Woodridge Elementary, Bellevue, WA
Session type: all
Bio:
Laurie strives to write nonfiction that gives wings to active imaginations and fiction that taps into universal truths.
For more information about other available workshops, fees, Skype visits, and curriculum guides, please visit the website
or send an email.
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Trudi Trueit, Author
www.truditrueit.com
author@truditrueit.com

Author of 100 fiction and nonfiction children’s titles, including THE SISTER SOLUTION; STEALING POPULAR; SECRETS OF A LAB RAT SERIES (Aladdin);
WHAT IS POETRY? (Lerner); WILD BEARS SERIES (Amicus)
Presentations:
What a Character! (Grades 2-7)
Learn the tricks and tools authors use to devise indelible characters, including research, character studies, and illustration. Students will learn the value of description and voice as they
breathe life into their very own characters!
Remarkable Reality (Grades 2-7)
Discover what it takes to make a nonfiction book reality, from that initial spark of an idea
through the pitch, research, writing, revision, and release!
Session type: all
Bio:
I will always be grateful to my fourth-grade teacher at Scenic Hill Elementary in Kent, WA,
for inspiring me to be a writer. In turn, I’ve shared my love of storytelling with students
for more than 30 years, first as a TV news reporter and weather forecaster and now as the
author of 100 fiction and nonfiction books for children and tweens. I am available for both
in-person and Skype or Google visits. Online visits include a free book for your classroom!
For more presentation details and current fees, please visit my website.
“It was so much fun and we had kids ranging from K - 5 that were all engaged the entire
time! You were so good with the kids.” —Ashley Allen, Frisco Public Library, Texas
“Truly, it was heartwarming to see how much the children embraced this session. They were
all so engrossed in what you were sharing about your journey as a writer… how awesome
a sight! This certainly was an experience we would all want to repeat.” —Jean Bradshaw,
Community School of Naples, FL

Suzanne Williams, Author
www.suzanne-williams.com
sw@suzanne-williams.com

GODDESS GIRLS series; HEROES IN TRAINING series (Aladdin); GRIMMTASTIC
GIRLS series (Scholastic)
Presentations:
Assembly (Grades K-1)
I read aloud from my published picture books, talk about where some of my story ideas have
come from, and use masks to engage children in acting out one of my stories.
Assembly (Grades 2-3)
I talk about where some of my story ideas have come from, tell about my series chapter books,
and share examples of the revision process.
Assembly (Grades 4-6)
I explain a bit about my writing/revision process and also talk about how I work with editors and what it’s like to co-write a
series with my co-author, Joan Holub.
Session type: all
Bio:
I’m a former elementary school librarian and the author of over
60 children’s books, from picture books to middle-grade series.
I have spoken in schools throughout the United States. See my
website for more about my school programs and fees.
“Her calm and assured manner draws the students into the
worlds of her stories and has them hanging on every word…. I was pleased that her
age-appropriate and fun programs were also educational. Her background as a librarian
makes her an organized joy…. She connected with our kids on their level and made creating and writing and publishing something that each of them is capable of doing.” —Fran
Woodruff, Edgewood Elementary School, Homewood, AL
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Samantha R. Vamos, Author
www.samanthavamos.com
sam@samanthavamos.com

ALPHABET BOATS; ALPHABET TRAINS; ALPHABET TRUCKS; THE
CAZUELA THAT THE FARM MAIDEN STIRRED (Charlesbridge)
The Write Stuff (Grades 1-5)
Informs, engages, and entertains so that children are inspired to read and write. My
presentation includes a brief DVD about my life as an author; a PowerPoint on writing;
a reading; a slideshow/discussion of artist Rafael López’s technique; and Q&A. For
activities: www.samanthavamos.com/contact-author.aspx
Session type: all
“I would gladly have Samantha Vamos to my school again. She writes wonderful books and connected with
our students at the assembly. Samantha showed a movie about her life as an author before going through a
Power Point presentation on writing. She encouraged our students to be writers and reminded them that they
are already storytellers. Samantha highlighted what was important. The students were on task with Samantha’s
polished presentation.” —Tammy Swanson-Toyama, librarian, Odyssey Elementary School
For author visit information: www.samanthavamos.com/contact-author.aspx

Wendy Wahman, Author/Illustrator
www.wendywahman.com
wendy@wendywahman.com
425-443-2146

DON’T LICK THE DOG; MAKING FRIENDS WITH DOGS; A CAT LIKE
THAT; illustrations, SNOWBOY 1,2,3 (Henry Holt); RABBIT STEW (2017)
Stories Are Everywhere (Grades K-5)
We read them in books, magazines, poetry, and plays. We see them in art, movies, cartoons,
symbols, and on cereal boxes. We hear them around the dinner table, the campfire, and in
songs. Someone makes up all these stories. And you can too!
Session type: all
“It was a delight having Wendy Wahman visit schools in the Tri-Cities. The students were fully
involved with her assembly presentations and loved getting a chance to draw along with the artist.
During art workshops, Wendy led students through an exploration of lines and imagination. The
books the students created were wonderful, showing the power of free flowing creativity. Even
hesitant students found they had an artistic flare. To those looking for an author/illustrator to talk to
students, I highly recommend Wendy Wahman.” —Carol Berry, The Literacy Connection, Kennewick, WA

Liz Wong, Author/Illustrator
www.lizwongillustration.com
lizwongart@gmail.com

QUACKERS (Knopf Books for Young Readers)
The Making of a Picture Book (Grades K – 6)
I discuss my background and how I became a children’s book author/illustrator,
read QUACKERS, and talk about the process of writing and illustrating, including
revision, making mistakes, and the importance of trying again.
Drawing Workshop (Grades K – 3)
I read from QUACKERS and briefly discuss the process of making a book, and
then I show how I draw my characters and a variety of different animals while
students draw along with me.
Session type: all
Bio:
Liz was born in Honolulu, HI, where she spent her early childhood painting and clambering about in mango trees. Winning the first place trophy in
her elementary school poster contest encouraged her to pursue art instead of a sensible career in finance like the rest of her family. Liz holds a BFA in
Art and a BA in Anthropology from the University of Washington. She currently resides in Edmonds with her husband and eight-year-old son.
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Jim Whiting, Author
www.jimwhiting.com
jimruns3@gmail.com

SEATTLE SEAHAWKS (Creative Education); more than 170 other titles on topics from A(ntarctica) to Z(ionism)
Presentations:
Think This Guy’s a Snoozefest? Not! (Grades 3-8)
Shows how subjects that may seem boring (e.g., Handel, Liszt, Hippocrates) become fascinating.
Is This the World’s Most Haunted Ship? (Grades 1-2, applicable for higher grades)
Some people claim more than 150 ghosts haunt the Queen Mary. Do they? Includes author’s personal experience.
Paul Revere: Man and Myth
Supplement to fifth grade Washington State Social Studies Standards (WSSSS). Revere died in 1818, his ride forgotten. Yet just over four decades later, he became one of the most famous Americans of all time. How? (One of my
WSSSS-related presentations.)
Session type: all
Bio:
Jim loved reading nonfiction as a youngster — and still does. “Not another book on World War II,” his wife sometimes
says. Through a happy accident, he began writing nonfiction for kids in 2001. He is thrilled to share his love of learning
with young readers. Jim’s goal is to write a stack of books taller than he is. It’s one of the few times he’s been happy that
he’s short.
Jim has an unparalleled assortment of publishing experiences:
• Advising a national award-winning high school newspaper
• Publishing Northwest Runner magazine for 17 years
• Editing more than 500 titles in many genres, including an increasing amount of fiction ranging from YA dystopian to
rhyming picture books
• The first piece of original fiction in Runner’s World
• Light verse in a variety of media
• Hundreds of articles in local, regional, and national publications
• Online advertising, event, and venue copy
• Official photographer for the Antarctica Marathon (Yes, there actually is such a thing!)
So what can Jim offer you? He is passionate about showing students that nonfiction is just as fascinating as fiction. He
is also the leading contributor to the Nonfiction Minute (www.nonfictionminute.com), offering educators a free, daily,
illustrated essay on a wide variety of topics. The 350-400 word length is ideal for teaching story and report structure.
And he will happily create custom presentations to serve your needs.
Typical review:
The Role of Religion in the Early Islamic World: “The complicated history of the Sunni-Shia split becomes understandable thanks to Whiting’s clear text. Written with respect and appeal.” —ALA Book Link, starred review
Typical teacher comment:
“Mr. Whiting’s visit was a highlight of my students’ fifth-grade year. I am making plans to have him return next year.”
—Sherry Edwards, North Hill Elementary
Typical student comments:
“You were a great storyteller. I hope you come again.” —Dakota
“I hope you can come again. You are the best!” — Connor
“I learned many things while you were here, like how to write a biography.” — Jordan
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Some Ways to Pay for an Author or
Illustrator to Visit Your School
by Laurie Ann Thompson
We all know schools are strapped for cash these days, but
that doesn’t mean you can’t afford to have an author or
illustrator visit your students! It may mean, however, that you
need to get a little creative. Here are some ideas to get you
started:
• Share the load. Think about possible partnerships in your
area. Can you combine forces with any other schools,
libraries, professional organizations, community organizations, bookstores, or businesses? Where might your
interests align? What other groups of people might wish to
here from the same author or illustrator?
• Approach a librarian. If you’re a teacher wishing to bring
an author or illustrator into your classroom, you may find a
powerful ally in your school librarian. Public libraries
sometimes have funds for author or illustrator visits as well.
• Talk to the administration. Use author Deb Lund's handy
guide at http://deblund.com/debs-services/author-visits/benefits-of-author-visits/ to help convince them of the
benefits of having a professional artist or illustrator visit
your school. They may be able to fund it out of the general
budget.
• Ask your PTA, PTSA, PTO, or similar organization to
help. They may have funds already available and looking to
be put to good use, or they may be willing to conduct a
fundraiser on your behalf.
• Give crowd-funding a try. Websites like
DonorsChoose.org and AdoptaClassroom.org will let you
post your needs and seek funding online.
• Apply for a grant. Some places to begin looking include
SCBWI.org’s Amber Brown Grant, teacherscount.org/grants/, getedfunding.com/, and arts.gov/grants/apply-grant/grants-organizations.
• Have a book fair, and use the profits to pay for a visit: It’s
a win-win!
• Come up with your own fundraiser, such as an auction,
raffle, bake sale, read-a-thon, garage sale, dunk tank, penny
drive, etc.
• Declare a stay-at-school field trip. Perhaps funds
earmarked for a field trip could be put towards an author or
illustrator visit instead.
• Don’t stop here! Ask your colleagues for creative ways
they’ve funded their author or illustrator school visits.

Sign Up to Get the “Inside Story!”
Want to stay up to date about new books by local
authors and illustrators? Want to hear secrets about new
titles that you can share with your students and other
readers?
Come to SCBWI Western Washington’s next Inside Story,
a twice-yearly celebration of new books by local authors
for young readers. Held each spring and fall to herald the
season’s newest books and book creators, this fun, social
event includes 2-minute presentations by the authors
themselves —including the “inside story” on the creation
of each title. Refreshments and prizes are part of the fun.
To receive your own invitation with the next date and
time, join our Inside Story email list. (We promise not to
spam you or send anything not specifically of interest to
local teachers and librarians, and we won’t contact you
more than four times a year.) Just send your name, title,
school or library name, and email address to wwa@scbwi.org.

Want to find more local
authors and illustrators?
Check out the Speakers Bureau on the website of the
Society of Children’s Book Authors and Illustrators
(SCBWI). (Click Find a Speaker on the main menu or
enter www.scbwi.org/speakers-bureau/ into your
browser.) You can search by our Western Washington
region, zip code, reader age level, and a number of other
filters. Many speakers include presentation topics and
even video clips of themselves in action.

